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Suppose we hypothesize a linear model in which the dependent 
variable is dichotomous, Plausible circumstances for such a relation 
involve the occurrence or non-occurrence of a particular event,. membership 
in one or the other of two mutually exclusive groups., and similar situations 
where the dependent variable can be characterized by an either/or classification, 
Although the dependent variable could be assigned any two arbitrary values, 
the values one and zero permit the interpretation of the regression model as 
1 2 
a "linear probability function," This terminology is used by Warner , Ladd • , 
and others, 
• Considering the dependent variable as membership in one of two 
classes, the original model states that the probability of membership in the 
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is unbiased,: The predicted value of the dependent variable-
Stanley Warner, Stochastic Choice of Mode in. Urban Travel: A Study in 
Binary Choice, Northwestern University Press, 1962 
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This variance is.identical with the variance of the composite error 
term in the dichotomous case and varies systematically with X..* The nature 
of- the heteroscedasticity is therefore the same when the dependent variable 
is trichotomous as when it is dichotomous. However, the appropriate 
correction and estimation procedures are-slightly different, . For.the matrix 
K 
T to be non-imaginary, each number whose square root is to be taken must be 
positive. This is assured only when the predicted values are constrained to 
lie between zero and one. The dependent variable should be rescaled so that 
A 
all predicted values fall within the required range. The matrix T will, then 
exist, the computations can be performed, and the dependent variable can-be 
returned to its original scale. simply by multiplying each regression 
coefficient by the. appropriate scaling factor. 
The results presented, in this section may easily be generalized to 
cases where..the dependent variable has
 :
more than three possible values. The 
heteroscedasticity correction is identical. 
It should b e remarked that in cases where the Aitken 
generalized least squares estimation procedure is used to corrcct 
for heterosccdasticity due to a categorical dependent variable, 
2 
the coefficient of determination R will appear to increase sub-
stantially, This does not necessarily indicate a better fit, 
,, IhiB is because the transformed model (15) has no intercept, and 
the regression line 
/ is therefore constrained to pass through the origin. The R ^ is 
calculated around the origin rather than the means, and will usu-
ally be higher* 
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IV. ESTIMATION IN MULTIVARIATE MULTIPLE REGRESSION WfffiN THE DEPENDENT 
VARIABILES ARE MCTLTICHOTOMOUS THE ZELLNER-LEE PULL INFORMATION METHOD 
7 
Multivariate multiple regression is a procedure for estimating 
the parameters of a system of equations in which each dependent variable is 
a function of one or more exogenous variables, none of which is the dependent 
variable in anjr other equation. In other words, the. set of dependent varia-
bles in the several equations and the set of independent -variables are. mutually 
exclusive. Such equations may appear "seemingly unrelated," but if there is 
covariance in the errors between equations, a simultaneous equations approach 
is required for efficient estimation, 
The discussion in this section focuses: on a two—equation system in 
which each of the dependent variables is multichotomous. Extension to the 
case of more than two equations is straight-forward and is done at the end 
of the section. The particular stochastic assumptions in this discussion 
are those which are particularly relevant for cross-sectional survey data5 
consequently, the language used is appropriate for a study in which the 
dependent variable is the individual's response to survey questions. 
Let there be observations on N cases (persons) where the dependent g 




one /equation. Let and Xg be N x M (e = 1, 2) matrices of observations on 
the independent variables in the e'th equation; let 81 and g
2
 ^e x 1 (e ..=1,2) 
vectors of regression coefficients, and ej and e
2
 be N x 1 vectors of errors. 
The system of.equations may then be written 
7 
Goldberger terms this "The Multivariate Contemporaneously Uncorrelated Linear 
Regression Model", and Zellner "Seemingly Unrelated Regressions," 
g 
Note that Y^ and Y^ are now vectors corresponding to different equations, 
while in the previous sections they were scalars corresponding to different 
individuals. The same is true of the X's and E"S , Note also that for 




(25) says that the vector of disturbances has expected value of zero, (26) 
says that the responses of different persons are independent but that the 
variances of responses on a given question for different persons are not equal 
(heteroscedasticity), ( 2 7 ) says that there is covariance between equations 
for a given individual, but no covariance between individuals; furthermore, the 
covariance is also heteroscedastic. This inter-equational dependency assumed 
9 
in ( 2 7 ) necessitates a simultaneous equations approach for efficient estimation. 
Following Zellner and lee, the model may then be viewed as a multivariate 
multiple regression equation system (28) stibject to stochastic specifications 
( 2 5 ) and ( 2 9 ) ; statistical estimation may then be carried out by means of 
Aitken estimation. 
Consider first the case of a dichotomous dependent variable where one 
and zero are the possible values, let X and
 e
 ^ respectively be the vectors 
of independent variables and residuals in the first equation for the i' th 
individual, and the vector »f coefficients on the independent variables. 
The residual on the first equation can take on two possible values with 
frequencies f and f , Adopting similar notation for the second equation, 
The gain in efficiency is discussed by Zellner in "An Efficient Method of 
Estimating Seemingly Unrelated Regressions and Tests for Aggregation Bias," 
Journal of the American Statistical Association, June, 1962, In Zellner's 
words, "Since the Aitken estimator.... differs from that derived by application 
of least-squares equation-by-equation, it must be the case that the Aitken 
estimator is more efficient. Essentially, this gain in efficiency occurs 
because in estimating the coefficients of a single equation, the Aitken 








° M P j a i C A L ILLUSTRATIONS 
of 
In this section the result^/two empirical examples using 
microeconomic cross-section data arc presented purely for 
illustrative purposes, Only a cursory attempt is made to pro-
vide any justification for the-models postulated, The fifst 
example is meant to illustrate the case of a dichotomous dependent 
variable in which the proportions in the two categories are 
approximately equal. The second example also involves a dichoto-
mous dependent variable in which the proportions are highly 
•unequal 
In Icth ca,ses at least some regression coefficient and/or 
using ' 
standard error was substantially alterred by/GLS rather than OLS 
2 
estimation.. The R rose in both cases, as the remark on page 9 
suggested, The greatest effects were observed in the case where 
the proportions were highly unequal, To the best of my knowledge, 
the only empirical example in the literature is that of Zellner 




ipn_ of_.a. T r a i n i n g Course by Ha.rd-Core 
U n ^ e r ^ i c j ^ d 
The subjects for this example were 144 hard-core unemployed 
mean who were retrained at one of the "Big Three" automobile manu-
facturers in Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A. in 1969. The training course 
was approximately eight weeks in length. There were 79 completers 
and 65 dropouts for whom complete data, were available. T h e actual • 
completion rate, however, was substantially higher. Of a sample of 
90 trainees, 79 completed the course and 11 did not.. The other 54 
cases in the sample represent dropouts from a previous training 
class who w o r e interviewed at the same time as the other 90° 
The question asked is: do those background factors of the 
individual trainee which employers traditionally use for selection 
purposes make a significant contribution toward explaining who are 
the completers and who the dropouts? The dependent variable 
is whether or not the man completed the training course. The 
code 1 was used for completers, 0 for dropouts. It was 
Arnold Zollner and Tong Hun Lee, "Joint Estimation of Relation-




This paper began with consideration of estimation procedures 
in a single-equation model in which the dependent variable is cate-
gorical. Whether there were two, three, or more possible values, the 
nature of the hoteroscedasticity and the appropriate correction are 
identical. Although ordinary least squares (OLS) was shown to yield 
unbiased estimates of the regression coefficients, more efficient 
estimates could bo obtained by Aitken (CLS) estimation which takes 
into account the hoteroscedasticity. 
The discussion was then extended to a model composed of a 
number of such equations. One possible estimation procedure is 
Aitken estimation equation-by-equation. However, Zellner's multi-
variate multiple regression estimation method is more efficient. 
Zellner and Leo's application of this method to systems of dichotomous 
dependent variqbles was then.outlined and extended to systems of 
multichotomous dependent variables. This method was somewhat 
modified to handle situations in which the grouping of cases was im-
possible, so that an alternative procedure is suggested for estimating 
the intersection expectations needed for the Zellner-Lee estimator. 
The Zellner-Lee procedure requires the inversion of a matrix, 
which is C-E x. C-E, where G is the number of groups and E the number 
of equations in the system. In the Zellncr-Lee example of twelve 
groups and two equations, the required matrix is 24 x 24 which, 
although costljr to invert, is still possible. However, consider 
for example a case of 500 Observations for which grouping is 
impossible and throe equa.tions. The inversion of a 1500 x 1500 
matrix not only exceeds the capacity of most (if not all) computers 
but would be prohibitively expensive. Inversion by partitioning, 
involving nine 500 x 500 diagonal matrices, would bo possible but 
would require extensive manipulation of the resulting sub-matrices. 
Of course, the more equations, the more complicated t|ie inversion 
procedure. The gain in efficiency of the Zellner-Lee procedure 
must be weighed against the costs in both human and computer time 
of achieving a more efficient estimate, considering that Aitken 
estimation equation-by-equation yields unbiased estimates which 
are in turn more efficient than OLS equation-by-equation. 
